
Decades-old radio-based recovery technology is 
asleep until the vehicle owner wakes it up; it can’t 
tell you when your vehicle has been taken. It could 
go missing for hours or even days.  

dFence’s GPS-based technology is always 
watching over your vehicle. dFence also alerts 
you with a text or email the instant your vehicle is 
moved or broken into.  

If your vehicle is stolen, you can log on to the 
dFence website and see where your vehicle is and 
how fast it's moving— in real time.  

You can also contact the police and arrange for 
them to track your vehicle's location online as well.  
This way, the police can recover your vehicle in 
minutes, rather than in the hours or days it would 
take using outdated radio-based technology.

And if your credit cards, driver's license, Social 
Security card or any other identity-related 
information are ever stolen from your vehicle, we 
guarantee to restore your identity to its pre-theft 
status. This includes restoring your credit rating to 
your pre-theft level, regardless of how much was 
illegally charged to your credit cards.

  

           

Give your new ride
the ultimate protection

www.dfencegps.com   |   (877) 842-4477

Criminal identity fraud schemes are 
affecting record numbers of victims. 

Identity theft can include the loss of credit 
cards, Social Security information, driver's 
license information, U.S. passports, and 
medical or insurance information. 

The solution:

If a theft has occurred, your personal 
Recovery Advocate will handle your case 
until your identity is restored to pre-theft 
status.

Other benefits:
   • A personalized ID Recovery Plan
   • Handling all research and communication
   • Contacting and filing disputes with 
     creditors, bill collectors, banks, etc.    

dFence ID is underwritten by Vero, a division of CUDL.

Protect your identity while 
you protect your ride

When it comes to
protetecting your

ride and your
identity. . .

dFence never rests!®



           

The best defense is . . . dFence®!

How dFence GPS protects your ride in TWO ways:

1. Crime deterrence
This dFence GPS decal deters would-be thieves from attemptingt to steal the vehicle in the first place:

2. Vehicle recovery
 
dFence GPS is always watching over 
your vehicle by surrounding it with a 
GPS-based "geo-fence." 

 "dFence found my machine within minutes. When you have that kind of 
money in a machine, it's just crazy not to have a dFence unit in it."

Larry Waltemeyer; Mesa, AZ 
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If your vehicle is stolen, you'll receive a text/
email alert the instant the vehicle is moved.

You can then monitor the vehicle location 
online. You can also also notify the police, 
who can track your vehicle online and 
recover in it minutes.
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Protect your ride with state-of-the-art technology that knows - and lets you know - the instant your vehicle is moved:


